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Abstract.
The Keck Interferometer is being developed by JPL and CARA as
one of the ground-based components of NASA’s Origins Program. The
interferometer will combine the two 10-m Keck telescopes with four proposed 1.8-m outrigger telescopes located
at the periphery of the Keck
site on M a m a Kea. Incorporation of adaptive optics on the Keck telescopes with cophasing using an isoplanatic reference provides high sensitivity. Back-end instrumentation will include two-way combiners for
cophasing and single-baseline measurements, a nulling combinerfor highdynamic-range measurements, and a multi-way imagingcombiner. Science objectives include the characterization of zodiacal dust around other
stars, detection of hot Jupiters and brown dwarfs through multi-color
differential-phasemeasurements, astronletric searches for planets down
to Granus-mass, and a wide range of infrared imaging.

1.

Introduction

The Keck Interferometer will combine the two 10-m Keck telescopes with four
proposed 1.8-m outrigger telescopes as an interferometric array capable of addressing a broadrange of astronomical science. It is funded byNASA its a
joint development between the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology (JPL) and the W. M. Keck Observatory. California Association
for Rt:searc:h in Astronomy (CARA).
Thct K6.c.k Interfcromctttr will use hilichelson beml conhination among the
two Kccks m ( l the four otltriggcrs. The two Kecks providt: a lmselirte of 83 m.
while the baselines av:dable with the outriggers will be betwcen 30 r n a r l t i 140 111.
Tho irlterf(:rometer will conlbine phased pupils provided by adaptive optics on
the Kccks and fast tip/tilt correction on the outriggers. Cophasing of t h e array
will be ;Iccorrlplished by fringtt tracking on a n isoplanatic refcxttnce toenable
high-scnsitivity science obscrvations. Kcy cornponents o f thr: coph;wing systcrn
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Characterization of exozodiacal dust.
The quantity of exozodiacal dust around other solarsystems is poorly
known, especially down to levels near that of our solar system. The exozodiacal dust is a noise source for future space imaging missions like Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF), an infraredspaceinterferometerdesigned
to detect earth-like planets from their direct infrared emission (Beichman
1999). The Keck Interferometer will combine the two 10-m Keck telescopes
using interferometric nullingto make this measurement down to levels less
than ten times our solar system.
Direct detection of hot Jupiters and brown dwarfs.
Because of the different spectra of these objects compared with the stars
they orbit, the center of light of the star-planet system is wavelength dependent and can be sensed with multi-wavelength phase measurements.
Direct measurements allow detections in a single night for rapid confirmations of radial-velocity targets, parameterization of their orbits, and for
surveys of other candidate solar systems.

Science programs incorporating the outriggers include:
0

0

Astrometric detection of exoplanets.
By sensing the reflex motion of a star caused by an orbiting planet, the
Keck Interferometer will be able to survey hundreds of nearby stars for
planets to Uranus mass (van Belle 1998). This program uses the outriggers
alone to implement high accuracy narrow-angle astrometry.
Six-way interferometric imaging.
The interferometer can be configured for imaging using the 4 outriggers
only, 4 outriggers with one Keck, and 4 outriggers with both Kecks. In
the full 6-element mode, 9 of the 15 available baselines include at least one
10-In telescope: when background limited, the sensitivity of a l.8-rn/lO-m
pair is equivalent to two 4.4-m telescopes. The potential imaging science
includes the observation of protoplanetary disks to t1etc:ct evitlcnco of planetary formation. as well a. varir:ty of other Origins and ;Lstrophysi(d targets
(Vasisht 1998).
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2.

2.1.

InterferometerSubsystems

Telescopes

The apertures for the interferometer include the two existing 10-111Keck telescopes, as well as four proposed 1.8-rn outrigger telescopes. The outriggers are
used for theastrornetricprogram? and withthe Kecks for synthesisimaging.
Because of their use for astrometry, the outriggers have tight specifications on
their pivots in orderto allow high accuracymeasurements. For testing, two
40-cm siderostats with fixed compressor telescopes will be installed to debug
the interferometer systems prior to integration with the Kecks or the outriggers.
These siderostats will be similar to those used by the Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI), which serves as a testbed for a number of aspects of the Keck
Interferometer (Colavita 1999).

2.2.

Wavefront correction

The Keck Observatory has developed a n adaptive optics system for the Keck-2
telescope (Wizinowich 1998). As part of the interferometer project, a second
adaptive optics system will be developed for Keck-1, providing phased pupils at
near- and mid-IR wavelengths. For the smaller outrigger telescopes, fast tip/tilt
compensation will beimplementedusing
an activesecondary and a 1.2 pm
wavefront sensor at the interferometer back end. For 1.8-m telescopes at Mauna
Kea, tip/tilt compensation is adequate for observations at 1.6 p m and longer
wavelengths.
2.3.

Dual-starmodule

To enable cophasing using an isoplanatic reference, a dual-star module is installed at each telescope. The dual-star module selects two objects in the telescope field of view. and collimates and directs the light into the interferometer
beam train. One
of these objects will be bright (primary star) and serve as
thephase reference for theotherobject (secondary star). On the Kecks. the
dual-star module will be located at an output port of the adaptive optics bench.
The dual-star module will support a field of view of up to 1 arcmin radius.

noctietlfor the outrigger tcloscopes. After rnirror M7. thc light is directctl into
thc beltrrl-corrlbiIling l a b locatccl i n thebasentent of the Keck f;tc:ilit,y. For titc:
outriggers, the light is c1irr:ctetl using buried pipes; for thc Kccks, the light from
t h e M7 mirrors is directed into the co~lde tubeswhich pass through the tclescope
footings into the coutlc tunnel which connects the two telttscopes.
2.5.

Delay
lines

The delay lines on the interferometer will be implemented in two stages. The
long delaylines will be located in the coude tunnel between the two Kecks.
They use adjustable range mirrors that move along tracks in the tunnel. The
range mirrors are flat, and delay both the primary and secondary beam identically. The are repositioned to select an area of the sky, and remain fixed during
an observation. The fast delay lines arelocated in the beam-combininglab,
with separate fast delay lines for the primary and secondary beams from each
telescope. These delay lines move continually during the observation to track
sidereal motion and atmospheric turbulence; separate
delay lines for the two
stars enable phase referencing with feedforward, and different pathlength modulations for fringe demodulation. The fast delay lines will be similar to those
used at PTI;a 20-m delay range per delay line will allow significant sky coverage
without repositioning the long delay lines.

2.6.

Pathlengthsensing

Pathlength sensing on the interferometer includes:
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Local metrology of the fast delay lines. This is implemented with a conventional heterodyne metrologysystem, and will be used primarily for
delay-line servo control.
End-to-end, or constant-term, metrology of the complete optical pathfrom
beamcombiner to dual-star module. This
metrology references the primary and secondary beam paths to identical
fiducials in order to implementcophasing and narrow-angleastrometry.
The metrology will also
monitor vibrations in the beam-transport optics.
Accelerometer sensing of coude optics. Accelerometers on key optics not
monitored by laser metrology will sense vibrations which could affect fringe
visibility. Vibrations measured with the accelerometers will be fed forward
to the delay lines for high-bandwidth compensation.

A pivot monitor, to sense the motion of the actual telescope pivot with
respect to the reference point of the constant-term metrology.

2.8.

Fringetracker

Thc fringe tracker will providc five itlt?ntical two-w;iy be;tnl corr1birlc:rs; each of
these will be very similar to those in use at PTI. The detectors will he HgCtiTe
infrared arrays used in fast-readout rnotfe, sensing at 1.5-2.4 p111. The detcctors
for all of the corrlbiners will be remotely located in three fiber-fed dow;m, fed
via post-combination single-mode IR fibers. The fringe trackers support all of
the observing modes of the interferometer. For cophasing, fringes are tracked on
up to 5 baselines to cophase the 6 telescopes. For astrometry, two of the beam
combiners will track the bright primary star on orthogonal baselines, while two
others will track the faint secondary star.
Multi-waycombiner

2.9.

The multi-way combiner will provide pair-wise fringe measurements on up to 15
baselines simultaneously. The proposed configuration is a non-redundant crossdispersed design, which provides unique spatialfrequencies along one dimension
of the infrared array to encode baselines, with frequency information provided
along the other dimension. The detectors would include a 5-pm-cutoff HgCdTe
array.

2.10.

Nullingcombiner

The nulling combiner will implement two stages of achro*matic nulling interferometers feeding a Si:As BIB detector. Nulling is discussed in more detail below.

2.11.

Othersubsystems

An optjcal switchyard will provide automated reconfiguration among the various observingmodes. A stimulus will provide white-light and laser sources
for boresighting, calibration, and testing. An automated alignment system will
provide low- bandwidth sensing of alignment beacons at the periphery of the
beam-transport optics and long delay lines to control the mirror tilts.
3.

Observational Modes

The observational modes of the interferometer depend on the science program
to be pursued. The key science modes are discussed below.
3.1.

Characterization of exozodiacaldust

At 1Opc, the apparent diameter of a typical G star is about 1 mas. A 1-AUradius zodiacal dust cloud around the star subtends
a full angle of200 masat this
distance. The detection problem has two parts. For a n exozodixcd dust cloud
w i t h a density equal t o 10 times our solar system. t h e intensity rat,io between
thestar and the integrated exozodiacal signal is 1000:1. F11rtht:rrnort:. tit 10
p ~ n which
,
is the preferred wavelength for this observation, both of these signals
itre deeply embedded in the 10 ptn thermal bxkgrounti. Nevertlxlcss, with thc
high sensitivity provided by the 10-m aperturcs of the Kecks. thtt photometric
signal-to-noise ratio is high, allowing in principle l-a detections of exoxodiacal
i s faint as one solar-system equivalerlt.
dust c l o ~ ~as

Figure 1. Interferometric nuller output showingexozodiacal signal
and leakage though interferometric null.
The key to the measurement technique
proposed for the Keck Interferometer
is to use interferometric nulling to distinguish the exozodiacal signal from the
star, and to provide an ac signal for synchronousdetection. The achromatic
nulling interferometer combines the outputs of the two Keck telescopes using
polarization rotation, rather than a phase shift, in order to provide a null with
matched internal optical paths (Shao and Colavita 1992a). This interferometer
nuller providesa null at a characteristic scale of 25 mas, corresponding to the85m separation between the two Kecks. The transmission of an exozodiacal cloud
through this null is illustrated in Figure 1, showing that the interferometer null
primarily attenuates the star. The null can be modulated on off
andby changing
internalopticalpaths in ordertoimplementsourcechopping
while remaining
pointed at the source. Thermal backgroud can be removed by spatial chopping
or by interferometric pathlengthmodulation.
More detailscanbe found in
Serabyn (1999b). and a report on progress with laboratory testing can be found
in Serabyn (1999a).
3.2.

Direct detection of hot Jupiters and brown dwarfs

Recent observations have detected a number of hot ,Jupiters from measurements
of the radial velocities of their parent stars. While they are faint in comparison
to their parent stars.
it should be possible to detect these objects
from their
direct infrared emission. The principle of the observation exploits the temperature difference between the plarlet and the parent star, which leads to a phase
shift in the fringes with detection wavelength. Akeson (1999) gives details of
the observing technique and likely scientific returns: including planet effective
temperatures. orbital parameters arid spectral feat,ures.
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star. For stars i n tlle nrtnrby sarnple, forwhich theastrornetrictcdtnique
is
most, scnsitivt:. thetarget star serves its thecophasing source (primary star),
allowing high sensitivity to detect thc astrometric: refctrenccs (sncorltlary stars)
(Shao and Colavita 1992b). The error budget for this observation includes terms
attributable to atmospheric turbulence, photon noisefrom the reference stars,
and residual baseline and constant-term metrology errors. The objective is an
asaccuracy of 30 pas i n a one-hour differential measurement. More detail on
tronletry with the Keck Interferometer is presented in van Belle (1998).

3.4.

Six-way interferometric imaging

Combining the light from the two Kecks with the four outriggers provides 15 simultaneous baselines. Cophasing would be implementedin the near-IR using an
isoplanatic reference from the dual-star feed. Cophasing would be implemented
on five baselines: from each outrigger to a Keck, and from Keck to Keck. This
division of light takes advantage of the large Keck apertures: while the cophasing light from each Keck is split 3 ways, there is no splitting required on the
outriggers. When cophased, coherence-time limitations on the
science object are
removed, and high sensitivity is possible. More detail on imaging with the Keck
Interferometer, uncluding (u,v) coverage and limiting sensitivity is presented in
Vasisht (1998).
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